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Abstract
We demonstrate that simple, unobtrusive sensors attached to the lower arm can be used to capture muscle activations during speciﬁc hand and arm activities such as
grasping. Speciﬁcally, we investigate the use of force sensitive resistors and fabric stretch sensors, that can both be
easily integrated into clothing. We use the above sensors
to detect the contractions of arm muscles. We present and
compare the signals that both sensors produce for a set of
typical hand actions. We ﬁnally argue that they can provide
important information for activity recognition.

1. Introduction
Many human activities involve arm actions. Key characteristics of such actions are arm motions, hand activities
and the force applied to the object the user is interacting
with. As an example, consider taking a sip from a small
glass of water as opposed to drinking from large beer mug.
The arm motions are virtually the same. The difference lies
in the way the object is grasped (slightly bent ﬁngers around
the glass vs. fully closed hand on the mug handle) and the
weight of the object itself.
While movements of the lower arm can be sensed unobtrusively, e.g using inertial or bending sensors integrated
into the garment, capturing hand actions typically requires
the use of instrumented gloves which can be cumbersome
to wear. Alternatively the electrical activity of muscle contractions can be sensed (see related work). However, this
requires complex signal processing schemes and the use of
electrodes, that are difﬁcult to handle. As a consequence,
most wearable activity recognition work is based on arm
motion analysis only, ignoring potentially important information contained in hand motions.
In this paper, we evaluate the use of two sensor types
mounted on the lower arm to detect arm and hand activities. The work is based on two well known facts: (1) hand
motions are controlled by muscles of the lower arm and
(2) muscle contractions are accompanied by a change of
muscle circumference [2]. From the above considerations,

we investigate the use of force sensitive resistors (FSRs) and
fabric stretch sensors unobtrusively mounted on the lower
arm to capture muscle volume changes related to hand and
arm activities.
This work describes the results of initial experiments
conducted to determine if the above approach produces
meaningful signals for relevant activities and which of the
two sensors is more suitable for the task. However, the work
does not deal with automatic recognition of different activities from the sensor signals, which is subject of ongoing
and future work.
In Section 2 and 3 we discuss our sensing approach and
brieﬂy explain our experimental setup, respectively. Section 4 presents the results of our evaluation. We conclude
our work by discussing the practical applications of the
sensing approach in context-aware applications and medical practice in Section 5.

1.1 Related Work
Various gloves have been developed to directly acquire
actions of the hands, e.g. as maintenance computer input [3]. While such instrumented gloves allow for a very
ﬁne-grained ﬁnger activity monitoring, their use is obviously restricted to applications, where they are no burden
to the user and where they do not interfere with the user’s
activity.
Systems have been developed that use muscle contraction e.g. to control computer interfaces or to monitor rehabilitation improvements in stroke patients. To date, the use
of electro-myographic (EMG) electrodes are the primary
choice for such applications, e.g. for ﬂight control [5] or
treatment feedback for hemiplegic patients [1].
However the surface electrodes used to capture Electromyographic signals require very good contact with the
human skin to keep artifacts low. Ideally, the electrodes provide a moisturising gel and are attached to cleaned, fat-free
and hairless skin. The acquisition of muscle contractions
using non-gel electrodes in mobile systems has been shown
mostly for Electrocardiogram (ECG) applications, e.g. [4],
however with varying accuracy.
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2 Sensing Approach
For the detection of lower arm muscle activation we propose to use simple, low cost sensors to meet the following
requirements: unobtrusive integration into garments, small
power consumption for extended lifetime and simple interfacing. We investigate force sensitive resistors (FSRs) and
Carbon-loaded rubber fabrics to detect the muscle activation by sensing its mechanical deformation.

2.1 Sensing Devices
Force Sensitive Resistor: A Force sensitive resistor is a
polymer thick ﬁlm device which changes its resistance according to the force applied to its active surface. The resistance is inversely proportional to the applied load. If unloaded and unbent, the stand-off resistance of the FSR is
typically very high (larger than 1MΩ) and decreases to several kΩ. Force sensitive resistors require only a simple interface, consume little power, are unobtrusive and lightweight.
Thus, they are ideal for wearable applications.
Fabric stretch sensor: A conductive carbon-loaded rubber
can be vulcanised on an elastic textile to yield a conductive
fabric. The electrical resistance of this fabric depends on its
stretch. Thus it can be used as a strain sensor. When elongated, the resistance increases. However the resistance is
highly non-linear in its reaction to strain and exhibits hysteresis which can be problematic in some applications. Such
carbon-loaded rubber fabrics are lightweight and can easily
be integrated into a garment. In the light of wearable computing, attempts have already been made to use such sensors
to detect body postures and arm gestures, e.g. [3].

2.2. Physiological Aspects
Every skeletal muscle consists of three parts: a muscle belly and two tendon ends. The muscle contraction
is caused by an activation potential transferred via nervemuscle connections. This property is used by EMG to derive a voltage measured with electrodes.
The muscle belly contains multiple muscle patches.
Each muscle patch consists of muscle ﬁbres build from ﬁlaments. During a muscle contraction the ﬁlaments in every
muscle ﬁbre slide against each other [2]. The contraction
can be perceived visually as an increase of the muscle belly
circumference due to the ﬁlament slide. This fact is exploited in our sensing approach.
While EMG surface electrodes are typically attached to
the ends of the muscle belly, we intend to place our sensors directly on the belly centre, where the deformation is
expected to be largest.

mainly two muscles of the lower arm are active: M. brachioradialis and M. extensor carpi radialis longus. From this observation we derived 4 distinctive actions of the lower right
arm and the hand that activate those muscles.
Protocol: The actions were executed by test subjects sitting on a chair. During all actions, the activations of relevant muscles were independently recorded using two sensor
setups and two EMG channels sampled at 2kHz for comparison. For each action, 20 repetitions were recorded per
sensor setup from 2 subjects. In order to verify our sensing
approach, we examined the main functions of the selected
muscles in isolation (Action 1 and 2), while action 3 and 4
consist of functional activities. The following list details the
experimental procedure:
Action 1: Upward movement of lower arm against resistance. The subject was sitting on the chair with the elbow
joint initially lying on the arm-rest. The lower arm was oriented in neutral position between pronation and supination
with an initial ﬂexion of 90◦ to the upper arm. In this position the maximum strength of M. brachioradialis can be
obtained. The arbitrary isometric contraction against a distal resistance at the lower arm was evaluated.
Action 2: Outward bending of hand. The initial position
was the same as in Action 1. The evaluated action consists
of a dorsal extension combined with slight radial abduction
of the hand.
Action 3: Opening and closing hand (grasping motion).
The initial position was the same as in Action 1. The hand
was closed and opened to imitate a grasping activity.
Action 4: Lifting of heavy object with right arm. The subject was sitting on the chair. The lifting object is grasped
with the hand and lifted from a table in front of the subject.
The following sensor setup reﬂects the required interface
and attachment for each sensor type:

Figure 1. Placement of FSRs on the lower arm.
(Larger white disks are the EMG electrodes.)

3. Experiments
We have found that during isometric activity (strain
against resistance) of the lower arm and hand grasp activity

Setup 1: In a ﬁrst setup, we attach two force sensitive resistors to the lower arm onto the belly centres of the two
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muscles under consideration using (cf. Fig. 1). We then interface the two FSRs to a simple circuitry (cf. Fig. 3(a)).
We use a signal processor to convert the voltage above the
100kΩ resistor (cf. Fig. 3(a)) into 8 bit values using a sampling frequency of 10 Hz.

Table 1. Number of muscle activations derived
from the sensors during execution.
Action
1
2
3
4

Setup 2: In the second setup, we wrap the conductive fabric material around the lower arm covering the belly centres
of the two muscles under consideration. The bandage is
slightly stretched when the lower arm is relaxed and ﬁxed
using velcro. In order to measure the changing resistance
of the fabric stretch sensor, we use a Wheatstone bridge depicted in ﬁgure 3(b).

Fabric

40
40
40
39

Figure 4 shows a clear correlation indicating that muscle
activity monitoring is feasible using FSRs. Furthermore,
we see that for action 2 and 3, only the FSR at the M. extensor carpi radialis longus is “triggered”, whereas for action 1
only the FSR mounted on the M. brachioradialis exhibits
activity. Action 4 triggers both sensors. We have used the
activity indication derived from the EMG amplitude to evaluate whether the FSRs have detected the muscle activations
properly using a simple threshold detector on the FSR signal amplitudes (cf. Tab. 1). The results indicate that the
FSRs can be used to monitor individual muscles.
Action 1 (Pull up arm)
Voltage

Figure 2. Placement of fabric stretch sensor.
(Larger white disks are the EMG electrodes.)

FSRs
M. ext. c.
M. brachiorad. longus
radialis
0
40
39
0
40
0
40
40

Total
events
40
40
40
40

Action 2 (Bend hand)

100k

FSR

Voltage

VRef

Action 3 (Grasp)

Stretch Sensor
uP

uP
U1

100k

Action 4 (Lift chair)

R1

Voltage

100k

G

Voltage

VRef

(a) FSR interface.

(b) Stretch Sensor interface.

Time

M. ext. c. rad. longus
M. brachioradialis

Figure 3. Interface circuitry.
Figure 4. Signals of the FSRs sensors.

4. Results

4.2. Fabric Stretch Sensor

4.1. Force Sensitive Resistors
Figure 4 depicts the signals of the FSRs during execution of the four distinctive actions described in the previous section. The horizontal lines in the graph highlight signal sections where the corresponding EMG amplitude exceeds a speciﬁc threshold value, indicating muscle activity.
A comparison between those lines and the FSR signals in

For the fabric stretch sensor, we can make the following observations (cf. Fig.5): For any of the four actions, the
stretch sensor signal changes when the action is executed.
These changes indicate a change in the circumference of the
lower arm. Note that signal amplitudes cannot be directly
compared due to the different gain settings of the differential ampliﬁer for each action.
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While actions 1, 3 and 4 lead to an increase, action 2
causes a decrease in the circumference of the lower arm during hand opening. This decrease is due to the fact that while
the outer side muscle (M. extensor carpi radialis longus)
contracts - leading to a larger circumference - the inner side
muscles (M. palmaris longus, M. ﬂexor carpi radialis et ulnaris) are stretched leading to a smaller circumference. The
amount of decrease is larger than the amount of increase
due to the larger size of the inner side muscles, thus leading
to an overall decrease in lower arm circumference.
Voltage

Action 1 (Pull up arm)

Voltage

Action 2 (Bend hand)

Voltage

Action 3 (Grasp)

Voltage

Action 4 (Lift chair)

such movements are an important part in the rehabilitation
of patients after central nervous disorders, e.g. stroke. The
integration of simple objective muscle activation measurements into the rehabilitation process will provide a new way
of documenting changes and trend analysis. Moreover, the
correct muscle activation can be monitored during training
sessions. While classic surface EMG is usually too complicated and obtrusive due to the electrode attachment, our
sensing approaches can be a potential alternative. However,
it needs to be validated with patients.

6. Outlook
The experimental results clearly indicate that the investigated sensing technologies are suited for muscle activity detection. However, a number of issues have to be addressed
in the future. Among others, these include: measurement
inaccuracies due to varying sensor attachment, measurement artifacts occurring while lower arm is bent towards upper arm, measurement artifacts depending on muscle properties (size of lower arm muscles are person-speciﬁc) and
exploitation of technologies for real, wearable applications.
Furthermore, the derivation of physical effort behind a speciﬁc activity is of crucial interests.
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